*****************  v2.5 (2019-10-01) ****************

New features:
Positions can be added from the Print Station (laptop) allowing users to both move the robot and add the robots positions via the laptop (may require Print Station/Laptop updates).   
Extra Survey option, allows users to add a photo to their surveys. The image name is saved into the survey data file.  
The option to add a preview before countdown where the liveview remains on screen so the user can get back into position after clicking capture. The option can be found in the Event Tab.
 Option to add up to three different speeches for each stage of the run process that has the speech option.These can be either played one after the other or randomly shuffled.

Improvements
Get map option has been removed from the navigation tab.
 The survey layout has been improved.
 A Custom keyboard has been added to the survey, which has easier usability compared to the android soft keyboard.
 Alterations made on how to open admin from the opener screen. Simply tap the top OR bottom of the screen four times.
 Coordinate input option has been disabled preventing coordinates to be changed manually.
 Improvements made to battery status display.
 Option added to alter the email keyboard co.uk button can be found in the app settings. This is useful for our non UK based customers.
 App languages for french and Yoruba have been updated/added. If you would like to request other languages in future updates feel free to contact our support.

Bug Fixes
Memory issue causing the survey to revert to default graphics when running over a long period with regular use has been fixed.
Printing Station
Printing System check for corrupt or empty files (below 20 bytes)
Laptop Access
Menu not shown by default. Click ‘Prints’ 6 times to reveal config menu’s.
        Page auto sizes to size of browser
        Config menu allows different printers to be set
Dat Nippon Printer Checked and working
CP-M Mitsubishi printer checked and working
Laptop Access >> Navigation Page
	Can move the Robot and add Positions from Screen
	Can use a mobile to connect to EvaRobot Wifi network and navigate to 192.168.100.101 
	Then Navigation Options to move and roam with the Robot for easier setup.






